Books for Babies
Stories for Children 0-18 Months

**Whose Toes are Those?**
By Jabari Asim
*PBK BD ASIM*
Children are invited to explore their toes in this interactive, rhyming board book celebrating the classic game of “This Little Piggy.” (2006)

**Car, Car, Truck, Jeep**
By Katrina Charman
*PBK BD CHARMAN*
Sung to the tune of “Baa, Baa Black Sheep,” this rhyming text celebrates all things that go. For little ones who love things with wheels, this is the perfect book! (2018)

**Splish, Splash, Ducky!**
By Lucy Cousins
*PBK BD COUSINS*
Join Ducky Duckling on a splishy, splashy, rainy day adventure with a frog, a worm, a bug, and a slug--just to name a few. (2018)

**Who?: A Celebration of Babies**
By Robie Harris
*PBK BD HARRIS*
Using repetitive verse and a call and response style, this captivating board book focuses on the connections babies have to the people and things they love the most. (2018)

**Before & After**
By Jean Jullien
*PBK BD JULLIEN*
A series of two-frame narratives explore before-and-after scenarios, such as pale skin to sunburned skin, and uncooked pasta to a plate of spaghetti and meatballs. (2017)

**Black Bird Yellow Sun**
By Steve Light
*PBK BD LIGHT*
Babies will be introduced to colors as they journey with a black bird and its worm friend through a full day from sun to moon. (2018)

**Bathtime for Little Rabbit**
By Jorg Muhle
*PBK BD MUHLE*
Little ones will enjoy this interactive board book as they help Little Rabbit with his bathtime routine. From shampooing to drying his ears, bathtime has never been so fun! (2017)

**Machines at Work**
By Byron Barton
*PICTURE BARTON*
With bold illustrations and rhythmic text, this book shares a busy day at a construction site. Young readers will love seeing all of the featured machines at work. (1987)
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**PAPA SEAHORSE’S SEARCH**
By Anita Bijsterbosch
*PICTURE BIJSTERBOSCH*
In this seek-and-count lift the flap book, readers will have fun helping Papa Seahorse find one of his lost babies. Along the way, they are introduced to many other ocean animals. (2015)

**TOGETHER**
By Emma Dodd
*PICTURE DODD*
This book celebrates the bond between parent and child. Whether learning something new or just playing, any time spent with his parent makes Little Otter happy. (2016)

**TUCK ME IN!**
By Dean Hacohen
*PICTURE HACOHEN*
“IT’s time for bed. Who needs to be tucked in?” From peacocks to pigs, children will delight in tucking in their animal friends as each gets ready for bed in this lift-the-flap book. (2010)

**PEEKABOO MORNING**
By Rachel Isadora
*PICTURE ISADORA*
Readers are invited to play along in a game of peekaboo. With its repetitive text and clues on each page as to what comes next, young ones will soon be chiming in too! (2002)

**BROWN BEAR, BROWN BEAR, WHAT DO YOU SEE?**
By Bill Martin
*PICTURE MARTIN*
Children see a variety of animals, each one a different color, and a teacher looking at them. (1967)

**MY VERY FIRST MOTHER GOOSE**
By Iona Opie
*PICTURE MOTHER GOOSE*
A collection of more than sixty nursery rhymes including “Hey Diddle, Diddle,” “Pat-a-Cake,” “Little Jack Horner,” and “Pussycat, Pussycat.” (1996)

**GOOD NIGHT, GORILLA**
By Peggy Rathmann
*PICTURE RATHMANN*
An unobservant zookeeper is followed home by all the animals he thinks he has left behind in the zoo. (1994)